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FIRE-SAFETY TRAINING

Chiltern International Fire (CIF) says it offers a range of seminars and
courses designed to improve the understanding of professionals involved
in the design, specification, construction and management of buildings
and provide suitable guidance. It has developed a free half-day seminar
essential for those responsible for fire-protection measures in the
workplace.

‘Fire Protection Measures – Understanding Your Responsibilities’
aims to explain the duties of the Responsible Person under the Regulatory
Reform (Fire Safety) Order (RRFSO) and raise awareness of passive fire
protection. Held in regional locations around the UK, events are currently
scheduled to take place on 24 September in Birmingham and 6
November in Manchester.

CIF also offers a one-day CPD-certified course entitled ‘Fire Protection
in Buildings Explained – the Role of Passive Fire Protection Products’ for
building contractors, facilities and estates managers, fire engineers,
housing associations, local authorities, fire-stopping installation
companies and individuals designated as the ‘Responsible Person’. 

The course aims to provide delegates with an understanding of how
passive fire-protection products enhance a building’s fire resistance,
protect both buildings and people, reduce the spread of fire through
secondary ignition and limit the spread of flame and smoke. Combining
classroom seminars with multiple live fire demonstrations, the courses
will take place at CIF’s headquarters in High Wycombe on 4 June and 
1 October. For further information, visit www.chilternfire.co.uk/training 

HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT PROVISION

RRC Middle East (RRCME) was called in last month by Oman Oil Refineries
and Petroleum Industries Company (ORPIC) to provide health and safety
management during the 46-day total turnaround of its Sohar refinery
and petrochemical plant for major essential maintenance.

RRCME says it managed safety at the site, providing 10 competent oil
and gas HSE practitioners to cover the vast areas and numerous
maintenance activities required.

MD Hasan Alaradi explained:
“There were many problems to
overcome with an operation of this
size, scale and risk. More than 3500
workers performed a variety of
extremely high-risk tasks at the
same time, dealing with risks
including fire, explosion and toxic gas release, often working at height, or
in confined and dusty spaces, and during the hours of darkness.”

The RRCME team’s duties included providing safety induction training
for the whole workforce; conducting regular safety inspections and spot
checks to ensure that all safety rules were adhered to and equipment fully
operational; risk-assessing work activities before issuing permits to work;
and enforcing adherence to PPE requirements. The company says it
helped the ORPIC turnaround management team achieve its objectives of
zero harm and minimum loss. 

For more information, visit www.rrc.co.uk or www.rrc.com.bh

SAFE WORK AT HEIGHT

Safesite Ltd says it can now offer customers a greater choice of edge-
protection solutions, following the introduction of the KeeGuard® range
of guardrail systems to its portfolio of products.

The KeeGuard® range of freestanding edge protection includes
standard, raked, radiused and folding systems, all said to be designed to
provide permanent edge protection for areas where regular access is

required, as well as KeeGuard® Topfix
edge protection for metal-profile and
standing-seam roofs.  

As with Safesite’s existing System
2000 Guardrail System, the
KeeGuard® freestanding range is
based on what is described as a
simple cantilever design, said to
provide unrivalled strength and
stability and which does not require
fixing into the roof’s structure. The

range also features the Kee Klamp® open-style fittings, which allow quick
installation and 100-per-cent recycled PVC counterweights, adds Safesite.

Safesite says the addition of KeeGuard® to its range of edge-protection
systems provides it with greater flexibility when offering customers a
choice of solutions to their fall-protection requirements.

Further information on Safesite and its products can be found at
www.safesite.co.uk

HEAD PROTECTION

Work-at-height training specialist Eurosafe Solutions says it has seen a
major increase in sales of the Vertex ST helmet, which has been
specifically designed to offer protection for those working at height.

Eurosafe says that unlike standard construction helmets, which, if not
worn with correctly-fitted chin straps, have a tendency to fall from the
user’s head when bending, or in the event of a fall, the Vertex helmet
remains comfortably secured on the head thanks to its six-point mesh
headband. This can be easily adjusted, says Eurosafe, but keeps the
helmet centred on the head and also offers shock absorption, which is
achieved through deformation of the outer shell. The Vertex ST is
designed to accept hearing protection, a visor or headlamp, which can
easily be fitted within a few seconds, adds the company.

The helmet’s unventilated shell is said to ensure protection against
electrical risks and molten splash. The helmet has four clips for mounting
a headlamp and a chin strap, which is designed to release if snagged.
Two thicknesses of foam bands are available to ensure a customised fit.

Eurosafe Solutions provides a range of specialist PPE for those working
at height, with particular focus on the fall-protection industry. In addition,
it offers a complete PPE inspection service to ensure the user has
complete peace of mind throughout the life of the equipment.

The company also provides a range of fall-protection safety courses, as
part of ensuring the duty-holder is taking the appropriate level of care in
protecting workers, which results in fewer accidents.

For more information, visit www.eurosafesolutions.com
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HAND PROTECTION

Dirty Rigger says that following testing by 20
specially selected field-testers, six months of
vigorous location testing and 22 detailed
refinements, combined with state-of-the-art
material upgrades, it can now reveal what it
describes as one of the world’s most innovative
work gloves – the GlowMan.

The company says GlowMan’s super-bright,
thumb-
mounted LED,
set in a shock
and water-
resistant
enclosure,
increases

visibility in dark environments, allowing a
hands-free approach to the hand-held torch
alternative. Touchscreen-compatible index
finger and thumb tips have been designed to
help users operate all major touchscreen
devices without the inconvenience and safety
hazard of removing the rigger gloves on site,
says Dirty Rigger. Its adds that the GlowMan
also boasts the usual Dirty Rigger comfort and
quality features including low-profile palm
padding, nylon double stitching, wrist-
mounted ID tag and heavy-duty synthetic
leather in key wear areas.

For more, visit www.DirtyRigger.com

HAZARDOUS-SUBSTANCE STORAGE

German safety-storage cabinetmanufacturer asecos now offers even
more combined-cabinet models, providing companies with further space-
saving and professional storage options for hazardous materials.

It describes combined safety-storage cabinets as compact units
comprising several compartments, each designed to accommodate
certain types of hazardous materials. The type 90 compartment complies

with BS EN 14470-1 and is
made from fire-resistant
materials to store
flammable liquids. 

Each combined cabinet
is also equipped with a
compartment in which
acids and alkalis can be
stored separately and thus
prevented from coming
into contact and reacting. 

Because chemical
vapours can cause metal

components to rust both compartments are made from non-corrosive
materials. asecos adds that the type 90 and the acid and alkali
compartments are ventilated via separate ducts and a joint extraction
unit in the cabinet ceiling.

New to the asecos range is a 600mm-wide combined cabinet, as well
as 600mm-high underbench units, available in a variety of widths. As an
extra feature, the type 90 compartment of each combined cabinet now
comes with a separate lockable storage box.

All the new models are available with any number of shelves and
drawers, and a choice of folding or double doors.

To find out more, go to www.asecos.co.uk

PRODUCT CATALOGUE

Buck & Hickman, a leading distributor of tools, maintenance and health
and safety products, has launched what it says is its most extensive
catalogue ever.

Said to showcase more than 60,000 products from world-leading
suppliers across more than 2000 pages, the 2013/14 Buck & Hickman
catalogue also explains the distributor’s ability to drive productivity and
performance improvements across all aspects of a company’s operations.

Ian Ritchie, managing director of Buck & Hickman, explained: “We
are committed to adding value at every touch – so while we deliver
competitively-priced products, our offering goes way beyond that. Every
time our customer wears, or uses a product we have supplied, they are in
touch with unrivalled product quality and industry expertise.

“A screwdriver supplied by Buck & Hickman is not just a screwdriver;
with our know-how, it can help drive business transformation and
competitive advantage for our customers. The tools we supply become
tools for long-term business improvement, helping customers optimise
production efficiency, and reduce total acquisition costs and working
capital.”

Part of Brammer, supplier of maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO)
products and services, Buck & Hickman says it operates through a
combined nationwide branch network of more than 120 locations,
providing unrivalled local service for customers. The international buying
power of the Brammer Group, which operates across 16 countries,
ensures competitive pricing, adds the company.

More than 4700 products appear in the catalogue for the first time,
including 3M’s Versaflo range of powered and supplied-air respirator
systems, and Mad Grip gloves from Polyco. Roebuck products – Buck &
Hickman’s own market-leading brand – are also heavily featured.

For more information on the range of products and services available
from Buck & Hickman, visit www.buckandhickmanuk.com

OCCUPATIONAL-HEALTH SERVICES

Bupa has introduced new mobile
occupational-health screening units for
corporate clients. 

The large vans, which replicate Bupa’s static
occupational-health facilities, were created to
reduce the number of working hours lost by
employees travelling to medical screenings.

The mobile units were originally designed
by Bupa for its client Network Rail, so it could
reach its 37,000 employees more easily.

Bupa says standard medical tests are
carried out in the units, including height,
weight, body-mass index, vision, hearing,
urine, drug and alcohol testing, as well as tests
for hand-arm vibration and mobility.

Tracey Fletcher, managing director, Bupa
Health Clinics, said: “We are delighted with the
new mobile screening units. Now we can take
our screening services closer to [our clients’]
employees, which is much more convenient for
them, and saves [companies] money in terms
of lost working hours, while making sure they
are still compliant with health surveillance
standards. 

“We are proud of our ability to meet clients’
needs in this way and have already had
interest from other companies.”

To find out more, visit www.bupa.co.uk/
business/corporate/occupational-health

AT-HEIGHT WORKWEAR

ZT Safety Systems Ltd has introduced a range of
outerwear specially adapted to be worn in
conjunction with the ZT Safety Harness.

ZT says it offers a wide range of specially
adapted outer clothing to be used in
conjunction with the ZT Harness range. This
includes hi-vis vests, bomber jackets, body-
warmers, winter coveralls and fleeces. The
companys says it
can also adapt
clients’ own
branded
workwear to be
used with the ZT
Harness.

The workwear
has specially
adapted flaps located at front (sternal), rear
(dorsal) or both for use with the latest ZT Dual
Harness to allow the lanyard to be connected
to the attachment point, explains ZT. Once
adapted, the person wearing the outerwear is
said to be completely protected from the
elements and, because the harness is
underneath the jacket, it is protected from
chemicals, toxins, possible damage and
deterioration, therefore possibly extending its
working life.

For more, visit www.ztsafetysystems.com
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